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Let’s Start with a Poll

Think about 

the last 

project you 

participated 

with at 

work—how 

successful 

was it?

Extremely

Got it done

Could’ve been better

We ditched it



For those that indicated “could’ve been better” or 
“we ditched it”…please enter in the chat the biggest 
contributor to failure, in your opinion. 

Let’s look at the feedback for a bit…



PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT
CHARACTERISTICS 
AND  KEY 
CONSIDERATIONS 



Characteristic 1: Unique

◦ How can you tell that an activity is unique?

◦ Completely new product or service

◦ Creation of new process

◦ Product or service new to this group of people



Characteristic 2: Time-limited

◦ May have a start and end date

◦ May be measured as “will be complete when a particular objective is 

achieved”

◦ If it simply continues forever or to an unspecified end-date it is probably 

an ongoing business activity



Characteristic 3: Apparent End

◦ Objective is achieved

◦ Time limit is reached

◦ Objective is abandoned
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LET’S TAKE A LOOK



Scrum vs Waterfall

Credit to Mr. James Lewer, M&T Bank
Creative Commons License



WATERFALL FIRST



A CLASSIC EXAMPLE
HTTPS://SHOP.TARJOMEPLUS.COM/UPLOADFILEEN/TPLUS_EN_4412.PDF



Key Characteristics of Waterfall: Predictive

ASSUMES ALL STEPS ARE 

CLEAR

ASSUMES ALL STEPS CAN BE 

DEFINED IN ADVANCE



Creative Commons License



What’s in a Phase?
Initiation

Goal, Business Case, Charter, Stakeholder Analysis and Communication Plan

Planning

Scope (work breakdown structure), Project Plan, Budget, Roles and Responsibilities

Execution

Allocate Resources,  Manage Resources, Build, Meet Often

Monitor and Control

Track outputs, Ensure Adherence, Prevent Disruption

Completion

Deliverable Delivery, Postmortem, Closure Documentation



POWER INTEREST 
GRID





Advantages and Disadvantages

Key Advantage

Management Confidence due to the emphasis 

on planning and execution

Disadvantage

Fails to fully integrate end user as most 

stakeholder involvement done at the 

beginning.



What is Scrum? Adaptive and Iterative; Demand Driven 

Credit: Mr. James Lewer, M&T Bank



3 BROAD CATEGORIES
ROLES

ARTIFACTS
EVENTS



Roles 

Scrum Master (1) : The Servant Leader of the Scrum 

team responsible for: Clearing obstacles, Protecting 

the team from outside interruptions and distractions, 

building the relationships of the other roles, and 

others…

Product Owner (1) : The voice box of the business 

responsible for: Managing the Product Backlog, 

decision making from the business, clarify business 

wants and help teams refine stories, and others…”not 

a substitute for project manager”

Team Member (3-12) : The team member is the 

individual delivering work product responsible for: the 

delivery and quality of the product 

SELF DIRECTED



The Problem of Self Directed Teams

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0950584909002043

An older article, but still relevant.

Scrum offers no advice on how shared leadership should be implemented.  

Must exercise great care in formulating the team, especially if highly autonomous people.

Spend more time developing trust and shared mental models at the project initiation

Backup is also an issue—back up is a key prerequisite for self-management

Organize cross-training and gain appreciation for redundancy in the organization.

Management must “walk the talk”—must be time for reflection and learning.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0950584909002043


Events 

The Daily Scrum: a 15-minute meeting every day to determine what 

the team needs to proceed with their Sprint Objective. Discuss what 

needs to be done today and what will be a challenge.

Sprint: Goes for about 1 – 4 weeks and works to deliver a specified 

value as defined in the spring plan. Comprised of timeboxes.

The Sprint Review: a meeting where the team demos completed 

sprint items to stakeholders.  Celebrating success, understanding 

missed goals and most importantly seeking stakeholder feedback

The Sprint Retrospective: an internal team meeting where the team 

looks at the previous sprint for improvements, future concerns and 

celebrates their success

The Sprint Planning: a meeting where the Product Owner brings 

forth refined items the team will work on during the Sprint



Artifacts: 
Backbone of 

Scrum

Product Backlog: List of desired features or 

requirements that the project must deliver.  Based 

on User Stories. Responsibility of the product owner, 

but developed with the Scrum Master, Team, and 

other Stakeholders.

Sprint Backlog: Decomposition of the Product 

Backlog.  What fits into what sprint?

Product Increment: Output of a sprint.



Product Backlog: Break down the user stories
The story always elaborates an advantage for the user, customer or client.

It is quantifiable

Must be broken down into tasks

Tasks must be estimated

As a < type of user >, I want < some goal > so that < some reason >--Michael Cohn, Mountain Goat Software

“As a professor, I want to be able to easily record document view lectures that can be shared to help students who are in quarantine.”

User stories that will make it into the product release are determined—release backlog.

What tasks might be included? Maybe add a “doc cam record” button on the application as one task.—definition of done?  

User stories are developed into more manageable chunks, which are then time estimated.  Several techniques—hours are good 
because you will know when your product can ship or be released.

1, 2, 4, or 8 hours (less than 1 day)—round up

2, 3, 5, 10 days—round up



Sprint Backlog 

Image Creative 

Commons 

License

Graphical representation of work left 
to do versus time

Timeboxing solves the problem of 
open-ended tasks

All events in Scrum are timeboxed.



Now let’s look again 

Credit: Mr. James Lewer, M&T Bank



Scrum vs Waterfall

Credit: Mr. James Lewer, M&T Bank
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Let’s Take a Poll: Do you feel that these 
approaches are an all our nothing endeavor?

Yes

No

I don’t know

I don’t answer Zoom polls



Tools can serve different purposes



What About 
Risk?

Scrum does not mean risk is not an issue.

Risk is not exclusive to Waterfall.

Traditional approaches may work, but are not 

necessarily adaptive (think Risk Registers, 

FMEA)

It’s really about the application and timing

Do it constantly and empirically



Timing

Make a list of known risks. Apply your FMEA 

thinking cap. 

Apply it at Product Backlog Refinement, Sprint 

Review, and Daily Scrum.  

Refine the list.

Make your strategies. 

Repeat.



Scrum—chaos?  Why?!

Poorly defined requirements—what are we supposed to do?

Overcommitment and sacrificing needed activities that will eat up 
time. 

Unmanaged risks (and risk surprises!), minimal estimation of time 
commitment, leading to an unrealistic schedule. 

Lack of managing time expectations of the customer and 
management.

Lack of Scrum commitment and buy-in. 

https://processgroup.com/we-are-agile-and-its-chaos-now-what/



Let’s Take a Poll: Are these issues unique to Scrum?

Yes

No

I don’t know

I don’t answer Zoom polls



Scrum—
chaos?  Now 

what?!

Revisit the team—how are we supporting that 

team?

Realistic Sprint Planning with Risk Management: 

Adopt release planning and risk management.

Estimate not only money but also effort in each 

sprint. 

During Sprints, be sure to test adequately and get 

good sound feedback through sprint reviews. 

Retrospectives give good information for the 

continual improvement. .

https://processgroup.com/we-are-agile-and-its-

chaos-now-what/



Chaotic Organizations 
Are Ripe for Scrum

“Scrum dances on the edge of chaos.”

History of Scrum illustrates that many success stories arise from organizations that 

were in crisis….and crisis is different than chaos.  Crisis is an inflection point.

Scrum is a rapid methodology that embraces rapid change.
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